The small fragment of a barrel-cylinder which is herewith published furnishes us with the name of a Babylonian king who, to my knowledge, has not yet been met with. The piece has been for some time in the possession of Mr. TALCOTT WILLIAMS of Philadelphia, and was very kindly placed by him at my disposal for decipherment and publication. When I first received it, the inscription was almost completely obscured by what turned out to be deposits of dirt and lime which yielded to careful chemical treatment.
1 ) The material of the cylinder is a very hard clay of a medium gray colour. Its shape is the ordinary oblong barrel. It consisted originally of three columns, each containing 30 to 32 lines, which =would give us for the whole inscription from 90 to 96 lines. Of these three columns, only a few lines at the beginning and close of the first columns are complete. The width of the first column is i 3 /4 inches, from which we may fix the full length of the cylinder at approximately 7 inches, with a diameter i) My thanks are due to Prof. EDGAR SMITH of the University of Pennsylvania and to his assistant Mr. L. K. FRÄNKEL in the chemical department, for the pains which they took -with this and other cuneiform specimens. The chemical process in question will be fully described in an article on a very interesting tablet of ASurbanabal's library that I hope to publish in the October number of Hebraica.
across the centre of 3 3 /* inches. In addition to the opening seven lines, and the last six lines of the first column, a few characters at the opening* and close of the second column, and a portion of what seems to be the last line of the inscription running across the length of the cylinder, are to be seen, but there is too little to catch even the general drift of . the inscription except to say that it contains an account of some constructions. Under the circumstances, it is rather fortunate that we should have at least the name and titles of the king whose deeds the cylinder comemmorates. The characters are archaic and it may be said of them that in general they approach closest to the type of the archaic Hammurabi inscriptions, with some bearing a closer resemblance to the Nebuchadnezzar variety in the East India. House Inscription, a few -one at any rate -reminding us strongly of the Gudea forms, while a number are apparently quite unique.
The fragment reads in transliterated modern Assyrian characters, so far as I have been able to decipher it, as follows:
coi. i Let me begin with a few remarks about the forms. The form for ta in the first line differs from any of those given in AMIAUD and M£CHINEAU'S Tableau compare, under N° 49. It comes nearest to the variety which is found in the "Black Stone 11 inscription of Esarhaddon I R 49, col. I, 22 &c., but has three initial horizontal strokes and likewise three short vertical strokes in the lower cross line instead of two. Similarly the last character of the line which cannot be anything else, but ik, is quite unique, though the variation in this instance from the forms put down by AMIAUD and M£CHINEAU is not any greater than we might expect to find at any time. The bi has the same form as in the Nabopolassar inscription published by WlNCKLER.
2 ) L. 3. The form for sarru is throughout precisely like the Gudea (and Ur-bau) form of that character.
L. 4. In the Nebuchadnezzar inscriptions, the ideogramm DA LUM occurs, as v is known, very frequently, but appears there to be restricted in its use to dannu as an architectural term, being placed in combination only 1) Or irsitit 2) Z. f. A II, 71 11. i, 3; col. II, io &c. with inanimate objects, like k ru^), dirru 2 ). abnu*), erinnu*\ and never used as an adjective qualifying some person. With torru, it has hitherto been found only, so far as I can see, in the texts of Hammurabi 5 ) and Nabopolossar 6 ).
L. 5. I do not feel entirely certain about the last sign but one, of this line, and it was only after much hesitation that I fixed upon the reading n e. The form differs perhaps more than one would rightfully expect from those given bei AMIAUD or such as I have met with on the original specimens accessible to me. The expression ki$$at n e 7 ) is of course quite possible here, and is found as a royal title in Asurnasirbal's annals 8 ) (I R 17, ίο) and with Shalmanezzar (Salm. Obel. 15. Salm. Mon. I, 5). Compare also sa-bit ki-$at ni-se (Rammanirari I., obv. 8).
L. 6. The form arbaum is rather strange and yet there can be no doubt whatsoever of the last character being urn. In view, however, of the laxity existing in the writing of the phrase "the four regions" in cuneiform texts, the feminine adjective being used interchangeably with the masculine 9 ) and kibrati™) (gen. with the adj. following in the gen.) occuring by the side of kibrat (st. constr.), it is not perhaps so strange that we should meet with another« form for the masc. adj. for "four" in addition to three already noted arba\ arbai and arbaim. Grammatically, of course, the ending urn here is an inaccuracy, but until some more instances are met with, it is difficult to say whether we have here merely an ordinary example of a clerical error or a further proof that the final casevowels were not pronounced and only written in Assyrian, at least from a certain period, and that to this circumstance is to be traced the arbitrariness in the writing of the vowel-endings, which has so often been remarked upon and which has a tendency to increase as we pass from the older to the younger texts, despite the wholesome check exercised by the force of traditional methods of writing current words and phrases.
With the following line, the serious break in the cylinder begins. At the end some wedges are to be seen which may be />, the character before the last looks like I*-? but I am not at all certain of this, and gimir, of which one naturally thinks in the first instance, is entirely out of the question. We may feel quite sure, however, that this line continues the enumeration of the royal titles. Passing to the closing lines of the first column, there is but little that I have been able to make out of them. The character, or characters, before u-um are puzzling. I have tried various combinations but without success. The e is quite certain, but there is a character in front of it which is entirely lost with the exception of the lower half of a slanting wedge. The verb uzim I take as the Piel of the stem Dl?, 'to shine' of which DELITZSCH has treated so fully in his Prolegomena?} The noun zimu derived from this stem is of course very common, but I have never as yet met with a verbal form ot it. The reading In-ni-na is certain, and the appearance of this deity i) P. 152-3.
by the side of Istar is one of the most important things in the precious fragment. From the passage II R 51, N°2, 49, where innina written just as in our cylinder but without the divine determinative is put down as one ot the synonyms for the "river (or canal) of the snake. Upon what grounds he bases his supposition that the initial in is only a weakening of the determinative an, I do not know. That there is some relation between Innina, Nana and Innana which latter -if SAYCE can be relied upon -(1. c.) corresponds on the tablet to the ideograph denoting a "goddess", seems likely and it also appears reasonable to connect these words in some way with the name of the later Assyrian capital which is commonly spelled Nina, but what that relation is we cannot in our present state of knowledge say. To these forms may also be added the AN Ni-ni-na which is found in the inscription of ASurriSiSi (III R 3, N° 6,1.6) though the reading is not certain.
2 ) I should also like to raise the question whether we have not another instance of our deity in the important new list of gods recently published by BEZOLD.
3 ) Col. II 1. 30 we have a god commencing with in-nin. It seems to me quite likely that the missing character is na in which case the variant method of writing is to be noted. If only the second portion of the second column were preserved we might perhaps be in a position to settle the question as 1) Cf. DEL., Par. p. 190.
2) The anni may be the tail-end of a verb.
3) Proc. S. B. A. March 1889.
to the original home of this deity. As it is, we can only in passing note the fact that immediately preceding in the list is the well-known Elamitic god La-ga[mara] and the one following may prove to be of the same nationality. Even the question concerning the sex of our Innina cannot be positively determined. SAYCE decides in favour of the masculine and is of the opinion that Innina may be the primitive Nebo of Borsippa. Occurring by the side of Istar and placed after Istar, one should rather look for a goddess than for a god. However this may be, the juxtaposition with Istar shows that Innina must have held a prominent rank in the pantheon of Marduktabikzirim. It may be that he speaks of having erected a temple to those two goddesses. At all events, the isolated example of Innina in a Babylonian text points to a high antiquity for our cylinder. Had her worship been common in later days, we should in all probabilities have met with her before this in some royal inscription, and it seems likely that, as happened in the case of so many ancient deities, she was assimilated to some companion divinity to whom she bore a resemblance, just as Nana becomes identical with Istar. Possibly indeed, the Istar worship swallowed up Innina and Innana as well as Nana: The fact that Innana was preeminently "the goddess", lends weight to this conjecture.
Another point of interest in our inscription is the mention of a wall which is very likely the Imgurbel, the wall of the city of Babylon, well-known to us from the inscription of Esarhaddon (I R 49, IV, 19) and Nebuchadnezzar (EIH IV, 66. V. 23, 57 &c.), and the syllabaries (II R 50, 25 a). Whether Nimittibel, the other and outer 1 ) wall (or sa!fru), was also referred to in the cylinder, it is of course impossible to say, though it may be put down as likely. The character after the word duru on the following line is not at all clear. It may be ^pEiJJ i) Following TIELE, Gesch. p. 447, note I. χ Ο Μ. Jastrow which I have provisionally adopted, but it is quite certainly not a component of the word Nimitti. As a matter of course the possibility remains that the deity following upon Imgur may not at all be Bel, but Marduk for in stance, since Imgurmarduk and Nimittimarduk are also mentioned II R 50, 28 and 29 a, and apparently as the names of other walls of Babylon.
1 ) The Imgurbel spoken of by Asurna$irbal in the Balawat inscription (V R 69, 22) does of course not enter into the question, that being expressly declared to be the name of a city. Assuming that we have in this cylinder a mention of the Imgurbel of Babylon, we could further conclude that the structures referred to in the cylinder were in Babylon, and as for the wall itself, we would be able to trace its existence beyond Esarhaddon whose mention of it is the oldest thus far met with; for, as will be shown, our Marduktabikzirim is certainly to be placed before Esarhaddon's time. Possibly the king of our cylinder may turn out to be the builder of this wall.
For the rest, while I cheerfully admit that one more experienced in the reading of old Babylonian characters may be able to make out or conjecture an additional sign here and there, I question, whether this would add materially to our understanding of the badly mutilated lines, especially of the portion at the beginning of the second column. The first character of line ι seems also to be the determinative for god. If my conjecture for the third line be accepted, there would be a reference to the name given to the structure of which the close of the first column speaks. If any conclusion can be drawn from the faint traces of the first character of the fifth line, the king of Babylon here mentioned is not the same as in the first column. If the bi of the following line is sure, we might expect some such word as kabis "treader down of", /. e., i) One is tempted to believe that the walls running around Babylon bore on the various sides of the city various names, but all compounded of Imgur and Nimitti with one of the protecting deities. l l conqueror. In the closing lines of the second column, the conjecture udannin may be considered safe and so also the reading in kirib fits in very well. We would then have a clear reference to river-improvements in Babylon which would harmonize with the mention of the walls of the city immediately following. Finally littadin can, I think, be accepted as certain, and we may conclude that the inscription closes, as is the rule with cylinders of this class, with a prayer for long life and prosperity.
Before entering upon the important question as to the period to which our king is to be assigned, just a word about the name itself. It occurs very frequently on contract tablets of various periods, as a reference to the Indices of STRASSMAIER'S ''Nabonidtexte" and the Liverpool inscriptions will show. On our cylinder, the name appears for the first time so far as I can find in its phonetical form and it seems therefore but legitimate to always read the name as we have it and not Marduktabikzir, as STRASS-MAIER does and has always been done. Its meaning is of course clear. As literally rendered, it is *'Marduk is the pourer out of seed, /. e., Marduk gives abundant seed".
1 ) The genitive zirim shows that tabik is the participle used substantively and not the permansive. The same, it seems to me, is the case with names compounded of Sakin, Sapik, ban and the like, and I should like to raise the question whether it would not be more correct in all these cases to attach the genitive to the following noun. So, e. g., Marduksäpikziri or -zirim, Nabunadinsumi and even Asurna$irabli and Asurbänabli.
Coming now to the position of Marduktabikzirim i) That tabaku and $apaku % both of which enter so frequently as elements in the formation of proper names, actually signify "to give" -only in a more intensive degree than nadanu -is shown by a comparison of IV R 69, Col. I, 35-36 where these verbs occur as synonyms, with BRÜNNOW, List N° 4425 where lapaku appears as one of the meanings of £> · See also STRASSM. A. V. N° 8648.
among the rulers of Babylonia, the problem, as will presently be shown, is entailed with considerable difficulties. If only three or four additional lines at the beginning had been preserved, it might have been possible to answer the question definitely. As it is, we can offer only plausible conjectures. So far as the name is concerned, Marduktabikzirim might belong to a period as far back as the rule of the Cossaeans in Babylonia, for we find in the so-called " Baby Ionian Canon" among the kings enumerated in this dynasty, -however we may chose to account for the fact -names of an unquestioned Semitic coloring, indeed one which also commences with Marduk. These purely Semitic names, however, all occur towards the close of the Cossaean epoch and there being no room here for our king, this alone would be sufficient to justify us in dismissing without further comment the supposition of so high an age for our cylinder. Besides, we are perfectly safe in asserting that the title "king of Sumir and Akkad" would not be wanting in any royal inscription of the Cossaean period, and we are equally safe in asserting that this title did not appear in the cylinder before us. According to the analogy furnished by the inscriptions of kings of this dynasty, the title in question would have been written either -and this is the more probable -immediately after the words "king of Babylon 1 ' as is the case in the inscriptions of KaraindaS (IV R 38, N° 3), BurnaburiaS (I R 4 N° XIII), and Mardukbalidinna (I R 5, N° XVII), or after the qualification "sarru dannu" as in the inscriptions of Kurigalzu, (I R 4, N° XIV) certainly not any later. In our inscription, however, two lines with additional titles follow and the eighth ; however it may have read, did not contain this title nor a part of it, for the sufficient reason, apart from other considerations, that the missing space at the beginning of the line is too small to have contained the sign for "king". The end of the Cossaean dynasty forms therefore a positive limit at one end and as a certain limit at the other, we have Nabuna$ir x ), from whose time on, our list of Babylonian rulers is complete till the downfall of the kingdom. Again the dynasty designated as tamdi or "sea" 2 ) in the Canon may be thrown out and also the dynasty of Bazi, since the six kings composing these two dynasties are fortunately preserved in our list and no Marduktabikzirim appears amongst them. There remain the dynasties of PaSi, Babil and a third, the name of which is unknown^), in as much as the 1) Abbreviated from Nabunasirabli? 2) TJELR, Bdbyl.-assyr. Gesch. p. 129 suggests, and so do others, a mat Tamdi. This however is very unlikely. The three kings of the "Tamdi" dynasty are evidently Cossaeans restored to power and the term "sea" it seems clear to me can only refer to the district whither they were driven upon the advent of the PaSi dynasty. It may, however, very well be, as DELITZSCH proposes for the mat tam-ttm of the historical texts (Wo lag das Par. p. 181), that this "sea" is identical here also with the Bit-Jakin district.
3) I hold with TIELE (Gesch. p. 105 note 2) and OPPERT (Memoires diverses relatifes Arch, assyr. p. 31) that the number 31 mentioned with the "pal Babil" is the summary of the duration of the dynasty and does not refer as PINCHES (PSBA VI p. 197) followed by SCHRADER (Babyl. Königsliste p. 14 and HOMMEL (Gesch. p. 171 note 2) claim, to the number of kings embraced under the dynasty. HOMMEL (1. c.) admits that there is only space for 17 kings and tries to get over the difficulty by assuming the omission of 14 rival kings ("Gegenkönige") whose reigns were too short to be chronicled. Since however our Canon in contradistinction to the canon of Ptolemy is painfully accurate in including even such kings in the enumeration as only reigned one month, it is hardly worth while to discuss HOMMRL'S theory to show how unsatisfactory it is in other respects, whereas TIELK'S position is practically unassailable in view of the fact to which he himself directs attention that nowhere in the Canon is the word sarrani omitted after the summary referring to the kings in a dynasty, whereas the word sanati after the number summarizing the duration of a dynasty is consistently left out. It is certainly not asking too much to assume that by an oversight our scribe has forgotten to add up the number of kings in this dynasty, just as in another Babylonian king-list, a scribe in adding up a column of names put down a false number (cf. S GERADER, Babyl. Konigsl. p. 6). TIELE is probably correct also in assuming that the enumeration of the dynasty of Babil began with Col. IV, and since a re-examination of the tablet shows that only one name is missing here (and not two or three as SCHRADER assumes) the number of kings may be put down as five.
single representative of an Elamitic dynasty that ruled Babylonia for six years is entirely out of the question. Furthermore, I think we may safely throw out the dynasty of Babil. The four names preserved all begin with Nabu, and it is more than likely that the fifth, who as the founder of the dynasty possibly set the example to the others, also bore a name compounded of this divine element 1 ). Nabu seems to have been the patron deity of this dynasty and it is to be noted that we find elsewhere among the Babylonian kings similar groups all beginning with Marduk. Accepting this supposition, we would be brought down to the year 767 B. C. as our latest possible limit and the choice is now narrowed down between the unknown dynasty which we will henceforth call the X dynasty, extending from 763 to 1024 (accepting for the present HOMMEL'S figures) and the dynasty of Pasi from 1081 to 1154. Let us begin with the former. The dynasty of Pasi, according to the traces of it preserved in the precious little tablet, embraced n kings. Of these, not a single name is fully preserved and only the beginnings of four are to be seen. Of these four, there are three (the first, the ninth and tenth) beginning with Marduk and it is therefore likely that there were more such, so that for this reason alone one is justified in making the endeavour to find room for our Marduktabikzirim in this dynasty. Since the latter clearly speaks in his cylinder of structures that he raised and had time moreover to write down his deeds on stone, we can legitimately conclude, first that his reign must have been of considerable duration and secondly that his position on the throne for a time at least must have been a secure one. Now This would leave twelve kings for the preceding dynasty or, according to OPPERT (1. c.) who assumes space for 19 kings in the missing portion at the end of the third and beginning of the fourth column, 14 kings. i) May this fifth Nabu be the Nabukinabal mentioned by PINCHES Guide to Nimroud Saloon^ p. 52? of the 11 kings of the Pasi dynasty, we know how long six of them reigned. The first ruled for 17 years, the second 6 years, then occurs the great gap of five kings of whom nothing whatever remains on the tablet, the eighth reigned 22 years according to PINCHES followed by SCHRADER, OPPERT and HOMMEL, but 12 according to TIELE'S reading (Gesch. p. no). The ninth reigned one year and six months, the tenth 13 years and the last 9 years. Of these the last may be thrown out at once, because his name begins with Nabu, the ninth like\vise because of the shortness of his reign, the second with only six years becomes highly improbable and the traces to be seen after Marduk in the case of the tenth cannot be reconciled with either the ideogram or phonetic signs for tabik. As for the five last names, since the reigns, of the six enumerated extend over 5Q 1 /* years, there remain for the former for these five 13 years (the dynasty having ruled 72^2 years), or if we follow TIELE, as one is inclined to do, 23 years. In either case, however, there is hardly room for more than one long reign in this period and we shall presently see that there is already a candidate in the field who takes preceedence of the king of our cylinder for this place. The other four could only have held the throne for short terms and since a succession of short reigns points almost invariably to a time ot instability and internal disturbances, it follows for this reason also that our king is not likely to be one of the four. The so-called Synchronous History of Assyria and Babylonia') offers a confirmation of our supposition that the rule of the Pasl must have been marked at one time by violent changes in the occupancy of the throne and also furnishes us with the names of four kings who could only have belonged to the PaSi dynasty, viz., Nebuchadnezzar I (II R 65 col. II 8), Marduknadinafce (1. 14), MardukSapikkullat (1. 26), and Rammani) Clearly very incomplete extracts from official archives, as PEISER and WINCKLER (SCHRADER K.B. Vol. I p. 194 note i) also suggest. balidinna (1. 31). The first two must have had long reigns. The former calls himself the "plunderer of the Cossaeans", besides referring to his having overthrown other nations x ) all of which deeds *must have consumed some years at least, and as for Marduknadinafce we have a contract dated in the io th year of his reign (SMITH T.S.B.A. Ill, p. 74) besides other evidence pointing to a long reign. Rammanbalidinna was an usurper who with the connivance, as it appears, of the ruling Assyrian king removed Marduksapikkullat from the throne. These rulers are according to the Synchronous History the contemporaries of Tiglathpileser II and his son Asurbelkala and we can therefore assign them without any hesitation to the twelfth and eleventh centuries. Since we have now through the Tell el-Amarna tablets, a positive date for one of the Cossaean kings, BurnaburiaS a ), there can be no further question that these kings fall under the PaSi dynasty.
HOMMEL and also OPFERT (1. c.) assign to Marduknädinabe the eighth place in the dynasty with a reign of 22 years. The fatal objection to this view is that it leaves no room for Rammanbaliddina and HOMMEL'S only way out of the difficulty (Gesch. p. 170 note 4) is to assume that the name was omitted in the Canon because Rammanbalidinna only occupied the throne for a short time. But we have seen that this argument is futile and besides from the notice in the Synchronous History, that the Assyrian king allied himself to the usurper by marrying the latter's daughter, one is almost forced to predicate a reign of some duration, -at least of a few years. We are compelled therefore to place all four of the above kings before the ninth place in the dynasty. Two possibilities 1) V R 58, 9-10. are open. If the reading Marduk in the first line is correct, Nebukadnezzar cannot be given any earlier position than the second place in the dynasty, but also no later one, for there would' not be room for two long reigns between the third and the sixth place or between the fourth and the seventh places even if we accept TIELE'S reading. But if the traces on the first line of this division in the tablet turn out to be the sign for Nabu, which HOMMEL, Gesch. p. 448 suggests as a possibility 1 ), then Nebukadnezzar could be assigned to the first place and we would have to assume a ruler intermediate between him and Marduknädinatje, the six years of the second line being too short for the latter. The advantage of this view is, that it would give us 17 years for Nebukadnezzar instead of six, which is rather too little for a *'conqueror of the Cossaeans 11 . Besides, this title which he takes to himself points strongly to his having been the founder of a new dynasty. Moreover, according to the former alternative, Marduknadinafce taking up at least 10 years of the gap between the second and eighth place; this would leave only three years for four kings. According to TIELE, who would have 13 years left, the difficulty would not be so great, but Marduknadinafce may have reigned considerably longer than 10 years which is a minimum, and it is probable that he did. At all events, we see that there is no room x for our Marduktabikzirim between the third and seventh place. The ninth place, as already stated, is equally out of the question for him 2 ), a year and six months being entirely too short; and as for the tenth king the traces to be seen after Marduk do not fit in for tabik whether written with its ideogram, which method is the 1) Dr. BRZOLD, who has kindly re-examined the text at my request, writes me that the tablet is in a most lamentable condition at this point and that there is absolutely nothing to be seen after *~*J~\* 2) Dr. BEZOLD writes that all that there is to be seen at this point after Marduk is a horizontal wedge. rule in the tablet, or phonetically. There remain but two places open for our Marduktabikzirim. If we make Nebukadnezzar the first in the list, our king would have to be assigned to the second place with six years or to the eighth with 22 years. The balance is of course in favour of the latter, because of the higher figure. If, however, Nebukadnezzar be assigned second, our king would be either the first or again the eighth in the dynasty and between these two, it is difficult to make a choice. So much for the possibility of placing Marduktabikzirim in the Pasi dynasty. It only remains before passing on to discuss the alternative, to state that if my view as to the position of Marduknadinafee be accepted, HOMMEL'S chronology of the Babylonian kings will have to be altered somewhat. With this king occupying a place before the eighth -it matters little whether the third, fourth or fifth, -the rule of the dynasty could not have begun earlier than 1144. This would reduce the reign of the X dynasty to about 257 years, its duration being from 767 to IO24.
1 ) Turning now to this period for which it ought to be added OPFERT suggests "une ou plusieurs dynasties" attention has already been called to the very serious gap which occurs here in the tablet and in consequence of which, all of the 12 (or 14) names of the kings belonging to this dynasty or dynasties are lost. From the Synchronous History, however, we are fortunately able to supply the names of six kings who must have reigned at this time, viz., SamaSmudammik (col. II, 2) and NabuSumiSkun (col. Ill, 9), the contemporaries of the Assyrian king Rammannirari II (about 900 B. C.); Nabubaliddina and his two sons Mardukbelusate 2 ) and MarduknadinSumi (col. Ill 22 -33), the 1) This reduction is excedingly welcome. Indeed, a further reduction of 50 years would still make the reigns of the kings in this dynasty unusually long ones.
2) As the Canon thinks it worth while to enumerate kings whose reigns only lasted one month, I feel quite sure, despite HOMMEL (Gesch. p. 171 note i) that the name of Mardukbelusate was included in the list, contemporaries of Shalmanezzar II, the great-grandson of Rammannirari II (860-824) and finally Mardukbalatsuikbi (son of MarduknadinSumi?), the contemporary of . A seventh king of this period is furnished by the annals of Asurna$irbal (884-860) bearing the curious and evidently abbreviated name of Sibir, whom ASurna$irbal expressly names as his contemporary (I R 22, col. H, 84) . As the reference to him occurs in the annals of the fourth year, we must necessarely place him before Nabubalidinna. This would leave us two certain gaps and one possible gap in this dynasty to be filled out by five, or if we follow OPFERT, seven kings. The first gap at the beginning of the dynasty is the most serious of all, extending from the founder of the dynasty to SamaSmudamik, that is a period of from 100 to 120 years. There is another but not so large a one between Mardukbalatsuikbi and the end of the dynasty, say of 40 to 50 years. It is also possible that there is one after NabuSumiskun, although he could only have reigned for a short time. Again I am unable to accept HOMMEL'S view which is also that of TIELE (Gesch. p. 166), whereby the Ramman §umna$ir (or Rammanzakirnasir as TIELE reads it) of whom we have a letter R 4, N° 5 is to be placed within the period of the X dynasty. Both TIELE and HOMMEL appear to follow MEYER (Gesch. d. Alterth* I § 275, note), but BEZOLD (B. A. L. p. 20) is, I think, beyond all question correct in identifying this Ramman §umnasir, whose name may also be read Rammanädinahi, with the king of the same name who appears among the last representatives of the Cossaean dynasty. I cannot understand why TTELE (Gesch. p. 177) says that there is no room for the Assyrian kings ASurnarara and Nabudän, to whom the letter of RammanSumnasir is addressed, between A §urbelni §isu and SamaSramman III. There occurs a gap in the list of Assyrian kings between Tuklatadar J and Adarbalekur exactly where we need it, which is surely not filled out by the single insertion of Belkudurusur. I find no grounds for TIELE'S view that the latter was the son of Tuklatadar. There is surely no reason to believe that Belkudurusur and Adarbalekur stood in the relation of father and son (cf. WINCKLER Z. A. II p. 390) so that in any case there is room here for two and possibly three kings. On the other hand, there is positively no room for our two kings after the time of Adarbalekur. but it is more than probable that Sibir follows-immediately upon him and that the latter's successor was Nabubaliddina, who we know reigned for at least 31 years. I am strongly inclined to assume with OPFERT room for seven kings in these two gaps and would distribute them in such a way as to place five in the first gap and two in the third or, if a third gap after NabuSumiskun be insisted upon, four in the first gap and one in this possible third one. Now in endeavouring to determine a place for Marduktabikzirim in this dynasty, it is to be noted that we have just as in the PaSi dynasty a string of names all beginning with Marduk. There are in all four following immediately upon another and bearing in mind the totally different formations of the names at the beginning of the dynasty -with SamaS and Nabu -the chances between the two or three places are strongly in favour of placing Marduktabikzirim between Mardukbalatsuikbi and the close of the dynasty, making him either the last king or if we assume room for two kings here -as is likely -the one before the last.
There are then, to sum up the results we have so far reached, these four possibilities open to us: a) To make him the founder of the PaSi dynasty and place his reign about the middle of the twelfth century; b) To assign him the eighth place in this dynasty about the end of the twelfth century, or c) To place him at the close of the X dynasty between 800 and 770 B. C., with a fourth and remoter possibility of d) placing him at the beginning of the dynasty between 1024 and 900. The problem becomes more intricate when we come to a choice between the two dynasties, but after much hesitation and weighing all things carefully, I incline to the earlier date and this from the following considerations. Turning once more to the inscription, the only historical fact to be gleaned from the fragment is, as I pointed out, the building of the wall Imgurbel. The oldest notice of the wall we have so far met with is in the "Black stone" of Esarhaddon (I R 49, Col. IV, 19) . The king speaks of having rebuilt it from its foundation to its roof. We may conclude from this that it must have been old, though of course it must be remembered that Sennacherib pillaged the city and no doubt destroyed the walls entirely or in part. However this may be, there is no objection to be urged from this side against an earlier date, and if our Marduktabikzirim is really the builder of the wall, the earlier date would be by far the preferable one. Again, while there is not very much of a positive nature to be gleaned from the royal titles that occur, what there is points to an old period. They are all such as occur in the inscriptions of the oldest Babylonian rulers from the days of Hammurabi and they follow in our inscription much in the same order as they do in the inscriptions of KaraindaS, BurnaburiaS, and Kurigalzu. The only one that appears exceptional is $ar kissat nise which is not found, as far'as I have ascertained, in the inscriptions of any other Babylonian king, and is not very frequent for that matter among the Assyrian kings either. But it is to be borne in mind that the title $ar kissati does occur on Babylonian monuments. In the boundary-stone of Mardukbalidinna this king is so called (IV R 41 Col. I, 21) and according to PINCHES (Guide to Nimroud Central Saloon p. 51) the father of Mardukbalidinna, MeliSihu, takes unto himself the same title. Now $ar kiSSati is clearly, as SCHRADER also declares, (K. B. p. 8, note 4) an abbreviation from sar kissat nise, so that the occurrence of the latter on our cylinder, which is in any case of later date than the two monuments just referred to, no longer wears an entirely anomalous aspect. By placing our king in the Pa$i dynasty, we would move him to a place not far from the age of Mardukbalidinna and his son, and since the later Babylonians never use the title, this juxtaposition appears quite natural, so that from this side too, as far as any conclusions can be drawn from the above considerations, we would be led to prefer the earlier to the later dynasty. 1 ) Thirdly, the isolated reference to the goddess Innina points, as already shown, to an earlier rather than a later period and again the form of the characters is another stem to be considered which also points in the same direction. It is true that AMIAUD and M£CHINEAU (Pref. to Tableau Compare p. ΧΠΙ if.) have taught us how important it is to exercise the greatest care in drawing conclusions as to the date of an inscription from greater or less antique forms of the characters. In view chiefly of the intentional imitation of very early varieties by very late scribes, this becomes a difficult matter indeed. Still the uniqueness of some of the forms and the general appearance of the rest do not give one the impression that they fall under this category of an attempt to revive a no longer current script, and since a glance at the inscription of Nabubalidinna (V R 60 and fri) shows that at the beginning of the ninth century the wedges had already assumed a tolerably modern form, what evidence there is here, also speaks in favour of an older date. l) I am strongly inclined to believe that the phrase far kiiiat ni$e (and iar kittati) is of Assyrian rather than of Babylonian origin and was adopted by the Babylonian kings from their northern colleagues. It occurs in the very oldest inscriptions of Assyrian kings and being practically synonymous with iar kibrat arbaim -so also TiBLE Gesch. p. 78 and BEZOLD B. A. L. p. 63 hold -appears quite superfluous by the side of the latter. This heaping of official epithets is generally due to the adoption or imitation of titles borne by others. In this way SAYCE would explain the title "Sun-god" assumed by some Assyrian kings as an importation from Egypt, and so there is no objection against regarding iar killati as borrowed from Assyria. In return, the title iar kibrat arbaim is distinctly Babylonian. It is found among the oldest rulers of Babylonia and since it does not appear in an Assyrian inscription before Tiglathpileser II (I R 8 Col. I, 29) strikes one as though it had been imported into Assyria from the south.
Finally there is this to be said: Between placing a king, of whom it is but fair to surmise that he lived in a period of tranquility and stability, at the end or very near the end of a dynasty which is likely to be a time of confusion and unrest, and on the other side placing him at the beginning or in the middle of a dynasty, the preference is surely, if other things permit, to be given to the latter alternative. This too would lead us to place Marduktabikzirim in the PaSi dynasty rather than in the X dynasty. While upon setting out, I was myself strongly inclined not to ascribe a very old date to our cylinder, I find myself at the conclusion of my study pretty well convinced that there is more in favour of the older date. I therefore venture to enter a plea for Marduktabikzirim, a Babylonian king either of the middle or the close of the twelfth century and to restore him to his place as the founder of the PaSi dynasty that broke the Cossaean rule in Babylonia, or as one of its most prominent members.
